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Description: Printed in the UK, paperback, 122 pagesWeight: 210gSize: 148 x 210mmThis little
gem of a book from the School of Homeopathy is perfect for anyone getting started in
homeopathy, or for those who want a quick reference guide to first aid homeopathy. If you want
to manage accidents and common ailments at home as quickly, effectively and safely as
possible then this book is for you. From boils, to sore throat, to vomiting many common ailments
are listed. 36 remedies are described, each with an illustration to help you understand their
unique and characteristic healing qualities. It is written in straight-forward English with few
technical terms, so new-comers to medical and homeopathic terminology will have no trouble
understanding the content.Written in good, simple English with 36 lovely remedy
illustrations.Contents from the book:Introduction:Welcome To Homeopathic First
AidPrescribingWhat Is Homeopathy?Individual SusceptibilityHow Does It Work?Guidelines On
What You Can TreatThe Discovery Of HomeopathyLike Cures LikePrescribing and dispensing:
How do I prescribe?How to store remediesHow to take remediesDosage and repetitionCommon
sense measuresCreams, tinctures and ointmentsIndex to common ailments: Abscess (See
Boils)Altitude sicknessAnticipation/anxietyBites (Also see Stings)Black eye (Also see Eye
Injury)BoilsBones (Also see Fractures)BronchitisBurnsCatarrh and common coldsChicken
poxCollapseColicConjunctivitisConstipationCoughsCuts and abrasionsDental
treatmentDentitionDiarrhoeaDrugsEaracheEye injury (Also see Black Eye)Eye inflammation and
eye strainFaintingFever (Also see Common Sense Measures)FluFractures and injuries of
jointsGrief (Also see Shock)Hay feverHeadacheHead injuryInjuries (See
Fractures)MeaslesMotion sicknessMumpsNausea and vomiting (Also see Common Sense
Measures)Shock (Also see Fainting and Grief)Sore throatSprains &
strainsStingsSunburnSunstrokeSurgeryTeething/toothache (see Dentition)Urinary
disordersVomiting and diarrhoeaWhooping cough (Also see Cough
Section)Remedies:AconiteAntimonium TartaricumApisArgentum NitricumArnicaArsenicum
AlbumBelladonnaBryoniaCalcarea CarbonicaCalendulaCantharisCarbo
VegetabilisCausticumChamomillaChinchona OfficinalisDroseraEupatoriumFerrum
PhosGelsemiumHepar SulphHypericumIgnatiaIpecacuanhaLachesisLycopodium
ClavatumMercuriusNatrum MuriaticumNux VomicaOpiumPhosphorusPulsatillaRhus
ToxSepiaSilicaStaphisagriaSulphurFurther information:Suggested ReadingFinding a
homeopathHomeopathy HelplineHomeopathic PharmaciesHomeopathy CoursesAbout the
authorMisha Norland is a Fellow and a founding member of The Society of Homeopaths and
was the first editor of its journal. A practitioner now for over 30 years, he was Head of
Homeopathic Research at the first UK homeopathic college in 1977. In 1981 he founded the
School of Homeopathy , one of the oldest school in the UK. Widely respected for his teaching
and practice skills, he provides numerous lectures and over the years has taught many of the
world`s leading homeopaths. He is also an international clinical facilitator and lecturer, author,



and is well known for his contributions to journals, conferences and new materia medica. In
addition to running the School in the UK, he teaches and overviews the assessment standards
at the School of Homeopathy, New York, and is the principal clinical teacher for the School`s
international study . Misha loves to blend old and new ideas, and to weave information together
in a memorable way.

Sunni Almond Studio S Pilates Pilates Instructor/owner &founder of the forum and resource
guide "Going More Joe" In my opinion Reiner's Reformer Manual, like his other Manuals, is
supremely informative, easily understandable with clear photos of everything from the most
basic fundamental part of an exercise through every step to its more advanced completion, of
every single exercise! That's a LOT of pics. He describes everything from the set up and goals,
contraindications, the variations & modifications for issues and injuries, where to build the
strength for readiness, and what to look for in the common mistakes. I seriously don't know how
he always makes the history seem fresh, it reads like a novel because it draws you in, but the
words are not all his, he quotes and researches from every available resource out there
including science, and arranges it all in such a way that it's an art form to present the information
so that it's fascinating and not tedious. That's his gift. It's not a 'Reiner's way' manual. He just
compiles the mountain of info and sorts it out in a meaningful and easy to grasp way. He guides
you as a teacher in a way that you find your teaching voice without becoming a parrot because
you understand the WHY's, not just because you were taught this or that way. Reiner doesn't
discriminate, he covers traditional as well as modern exercises, and how to handle different
brands of apparatus.He has also included this really fascinating part in the beginning where he
explains some Weng Chun Kung Fu concepts and how they relate to learning and teaching
Pilates, simple and brilliant, really. If I was teaching a certification program, Reiner's Manuals
would be the required reading/study guides for my program, detail oriented and very welcoming,
drawing you in to learn more.Nora Gomez-DearsOwner Atelier Pilates LLC, Naples
FloridaTeacher Trainer for The Pilates Standard® and Buff Bones® For those who are in-need
of a comprehensive Reformer manual, Reiner Grootenhius has facilitated a classical Pilates
manual with some additional details. The exercise layout is multi-facetted and in the most
challenging order. Images are numbered, allowing the reader to follow the movement sequence.
Photographs are a combination of distance and close-up work to facilitate the observation of the
position for the "student" while in motion. The page layout with the exercise information is clear
and concise. The information is geared towards those who have a working knowledge of the
material and can benefit from additional details. I particularly enjoyed seeing side by side
Joseph Pilates original name next to Carola Tier's vs the current name option. In addition,
sprinkled throughout the book are historical or teaching details which give insight into the
Joseph Pilates technique. Reiner has provided the Pilates community a manual that shows the



Joseph Pilates broad spectrum of movement. This collection of exercises is as of great value for
those learning the work as it is for those who are well versed but may need a reminder of how
some of the less taught exercises are executed. This is a valuable resource both for its accurate
photographic collection and its detailed written description of each of the exercises. Reiner's
Reformer compilation is a must have in your Pilates reference library.Brett Howard Director of
Education, United States Pilates Association® LLC Director of Education, Classic Pilates
Institute South KoreaDirector, The Pilates Haus PMA® - CPT I have known Reiner for many
years now and I have always been impressed with his thirst for knowledge, dedication to the
industry and strong work ethic. These qualities of his are reflected in his writing and
documentation of the Pilates Universal Reformer.What Reiner has generated is extremely
thorough and well organized. I am impressed with the level of detail given, all while having an
impartiality to it, which can appeal to the diverse backgrounds of trainings and beliefs in the
Pilates community. It is a responsible body of work. I feel that what Reiner has presented has
been well triangulated by use of research, peer review as well as comparing and contrasting
various teachings to help form a general consensus. There is a level of care that has been
invested into this body of work that is immense.Brett MillerPilates Instructor &founder of the
Online Pilates magazine Pilates Intel I am proud to call Reiner my friend and colleague. His
dedication to high-quality Pilates is an inspiration to many thousands of people. This
comprehensive Reformer manual is the latest example of the brilliant and tireless work he and
his coauthors put into their writing. There are more than 100 exercises, each with clear written
instructions and beautiful photographs to facilitate a deeper understanding of the
movement. The talent, intelligence and effort to produce this outstanding manual cannot be
overly admired. That is why I think this Reformer manual is a must for any serious Pilates
student; it will provide wisdom and clarity with each new reading for years to come. I thank
Reiner and his coauthors for this valuable contribution to the Pilates world.Patricia Massey
WelterBalanced Body Pilates Master Instructor &Owner of Suncoast Pilates Having known
Reiner for many years and having had the pleasure to purchase many of his equipment
manuals, this Reformer manual is an absolute treasure to add to my collection. As an instructor
of new Pilates instructors and having been in the Pilates industry for over 27 years, this is one of
the best Reformer manuals I have seen. From the Introduction, discussion of Pilates concepts,
the detail of the Reformer components (and the mentioning of different Reformers available) the
history of the Reformer, the safety aspects, the exercise set up and execution, to the wonderfully
detailed pictures, this is a complete and thorough manual. Enjoyed the addition of the Kung Fu
concepts (you need to read the manual to understand the mention of the Kung Fu concepts
here). The extreme detail and care with which Reiner described the Reformer exercises,
traditional and variations, was wonderful. It was great to see the inclusion of sequencing from
Traditional Basic to Traditional Super Advanced, as well as Joseph Pilates' names of exercises
compared to Pilates Elder Carola Trier's names for the same exercises or her variations. There is
even an inclusion of the history of his cover photo shot by I.C. Rapoport toward the end. Reiner



is a true avid teacher and ongoing student of Contrology, and his manuals are all a deep
reflection of his continuing study and portrayal of Pilates work.This is a must-read for anyone
studying the work of Joe Pilates and will be a highly suggested read for all the Pilates instructors
that I train as a supplemental read. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside
FlapKirk James SmithOwner, Classical Pilates CentreMacclesfield, UKReiner Grootenhuis'
Reformer manual is well organised, exhaustive, and rich in detail. The manual is user friendly,
and helps aspiring teachers and more seasoned ones as well orient themselves in each
exercise. The Pilates Reformer provides abundant photos of every exercise, and the photos
make the already clear verbal descriptions really come to life. At the end of the manual, Reiner
includes an excerpt from I.C. Rapoport's account of his day with Joe Pilates. The account
illuminates a frequently ignored benefit of Pilates that has renewed meaning and urgency in our
world today. Pilates is not just for strengthening and stretching the physical body, it's also for
detoxifying the body and enhancing immune function. It's about refreshment at the most
profound level. Reiner understands this important facet of the work. Embodying this
understanding is what Reiner and his coauthors do. It's what gives them their vitality and
enthusiasm for the method. This manual is the best Reformer manual I have come across, and I
highly recommend it. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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HomeopathyLike Cures LikePrescribing and dispensingHow do I prescribe?How to store
remediesHow to take remediesDosage and repetitionCommon sense measuresCreams,
tinctures and ointmentsIndex to common ailmentsAbscess (See Boils)Altitude
sicknessAnticipation/anxietyBites (Also see Stings)Black eye (Also see Eye Injury)BoilsBones
(Also see Fractures)BronchitisBurnsCatarrh and common coldsChicken
poxCollapseColicConjunctivitisConstipationCoughsCuts and abrasionsDental
treatmentDentitionDiarrhoeaDrugsEaracheEye injury (Also see Black Eye)Eye inflammation and
eye strainFaintingFever (Also see Common Sense Measures)FluFractures and injuries of
jointsGrief (Also see Shock)Hay feverHeadacheHead injuryInjuries (See
Fractures)MeaslesMotion sicknessMumpsNausea and vomiting (Also see Common Sense
Measures)Shock (Also see Fainting and Grief)Sore throatSprains &
strainsStingsSunburnSunstrokeSurgeryTeething/toothache (see Dentition)Urinary
disordersVomiting and diarrhoeaWhooping cough (Also see Cough
Section)RemediesAconiteAntimonium TartaricumApisArgentum NitricumArnicaArsenicum
AlbumBelladonnaBryoniaCalcarea CarbonicaCalendulaCantharisCarbo
VegetabilisCausticumChamomillaChinchona OfficinalisDroseraEupatoriumFerrum
PhosGelsemiumHepar SulphHypericumIgnatiaIpecacuanhaLachesisLycopodium
ClavatumMercuriusNatrum MuriaticumNux VomicaOpiumPhosphorusPulsatillaRhus
ToxSepiaSilicaStaphisagriaSulphurFurther informationSuggested ReadingFinding a
homeopathHomeopathy HelplineHomeopathic PharmaciesHomeopathy
CoursesIntroductionWelcome To Homeopathic First Aid PrescribingSince you are reading this, it



follows that you want to treat accidents and common ailments as quickly, effectively and safely
as possible. We are sure that health and happiness are high on your list of priorities for all your
family. Homeopathy can offer effective self-help because it stimulates your body’s innate
capacity for self-healing. When you take homeopathic medicines (remedies) you should
experience, not only quick and effective relief of acute suffering, but also an increase in
wellbeing. Over time and with continued treatment you should also notice a decreasing
tendency to fall ill.This book is a basic and practical introduction to homeopathy. We recommend
that you seek to inform yourself further, and perhaps consult an experienced homeopath if you
intend to make long-term changes in your health habits or move away from a reliance on
conventional medication. Whilst homeopathy can promote healing on a great many levels, we
respect medical science and know that there is a case for conventional treatment for conditions
with developed pathology and, of course, surgical intervention may be necessary for emergency
situations. The two systems of medicine each have their part to play, and the authors of this
booklet look forward to the time when each not only endorse the other, but fully cooperate to
deliver the finest health-care.What Is Homeopathy?Homeopathy is a holistic method of
overcoming sickness and promoting long-term wellbeing. It takes into account not just the
physical, but mental and emotional symptoms too as they are all expressions of the body’s
distress. It is only when you lose your ability to rebalance yourself that your being responds by
evolving symptoms. These are the outward signs of an internal disturbance. Homeopaths seek
to understand diseases by viewing all of your symptoms and finding their match in the form of a
remedy. The remedy works by stimulating your internal energetic (spiritual) life-preserving
powers (outwardly functioning through your immune defence systems) so that you return to
optimum health. Many people, describing their recovery, have said that it is as though concentric
rings of healing were moving outwards, from the centre to the periphery.Individual
SusceptibilityHomeopaths recognise that each individual has a different take to a similar set of
circumstances. For instance, a news item depicting a plane crash may trigger heart palpitations
with indignation at the perceived incompetence of the pilot in one person, or profound sadness
and weeping at the fate of the passengers in a second. This also holds true even if the trigger is
a common virus. For instance, a cold travelling around the neighbourhood may result in a cough
and wheeziness in Mum, who is still up and about; a profuse discharge of clear running mucus in
Dad, who is sneezy, weak and bedridden; the next door neighbour has thick, yellowish green
mucus and is very tearful; whereas little Sally has not been touched at all, and remains happy
and well. Healing is available to all who are adversely affected, and is tailored to suit each
individual person, taking into account how they are experiencing their imbalance and
manifesting their disease. First aid treatment looks at how a person experiences their immediate
suffering, while not focusing upon the background to that suffering. Even though this ‘immediate
prescribing’ theoretically has a limited, although positive, effect, such prescriptions can and
often do touch upon the underlying state. It is astonishing how a first aid prescription can
frequently improve the overall and long-term health of a person. In the later part of this booklet



‘remedy pictures’ are given that make reference to not only first aid symptoms, but also
underlying states, to help you become familiar with a bigger picture that takes an individual’s
susceptibility into account.How Does It Work?A group of symptoms provides the essential guide
to what your body needs help with. That is why homeopaths never treat isolated symptoms, or
attempt to eradicate them singly. For example, a car mechanic would not knock out a flashing
dashboard warning light, but would seek to understand the meaning of this and other symptoms
in order to identify and then mend the broken part. Likewise, a homeopathic response is holistic:
taking the parts into account to understand the whole.The healing stimulus provided by the well
selected remedy manifests in the person as a preliminary intensification (aggravation) of
presenting symptoms prior to initiating healing responses. In acute and first aid situations the
intensification of presenting symptoms is short lived and will usually go unnoticed. In chronic
diseases, emotions, fluids, pus, and other formerly held-in states or discharges are released
from within to without via the shortest venting route. The homeopath Constantine Hering (1800 –
1880) observed the following: that chronic diseases are cured in reverse chronology, the latest
symptoms to have manifested are cured first, whilst the oldest symptoms are cured last of all.
Disease moves out of organs of greater importance (for survival) to organs of lesser importance.
During cure ‘old’ symptoms tend to ‘move’ from above to below, from central to external
parts.When you are treated homeopathically in a first aid context, the aggravation before cure
will be so brief as to go unnoticed. One of the first things you should experience is that you
rapidly begin feel better in yourself. Then your symptoms will recede. If you continue to have
homeopathic treatment your immune responses will become stronger, and you will become less
susceptible to ill health. This applies also to your emotional wellbeing, which plays an essential
part in your body’s susceptibility to illness in the first place. One additional, but important, point
about children: they are the products of their family, which is a living organism in itself. So
healthy, happy children are the outcome of healthy, happy families. For best results, we can all
pull together, and this is promoted by treating all members of the family homeopathically
whenever one member is out of balance.Guidelines On What You Can TreatYou can easily treat
first aid conditions such as injuries resulting from stepping on nails, cuts, minor burns etc. Also
easily treatable are acute conditions with a clear causation, such as a headache after too much
coffee, diarrhoea after eating rotten food. You can most successfully treat definite, unambiguous
symptoms that group together and clearly indicate a remedy.You would be well advised to get
professional help when treating recurrent, chronic conditions, i.e. sets of symptoms that come
back regularly, such as period pains, IBS, (Irritable Bowel Syndrome) and migraine headaches,
unless you ‘strike lucky’ firsttime with your prescription. Be wary of treating people taking much
medication.Steer clear of treating people with loosely defined symptoms, or where, for example,
lots of things are going on at the same time, whether emotionally, mentally or physically, (unless,
of course, these symptoms nonetheless cohere into arecognisable remedy picture).You are not
legally permitted to treat ‘notifiable’ diseases, such as, infectious childhood diseases like
mumps, chickenpox, pandemics and sometimes diarrhoea (depending upon the causation).



However, because you are the primary carer within your own family, you may take your child to a
medical doctor immediately after you have prescribed. This gives a chance for the remedy to
work before any medical interventions are needed.The Discovery Of HomeopathyThe name
homeopathy is taken from the Greek homoeos, meaning similar, and pathos, meaning suffering.
It means treating the symptoms of a sick person with a substance that produces similar
symptoms to those that the person is suffering from. The medicinal qualities of substances
(remedies) are found by experimentation, where a trial group of healthy volunteers undergo
rigorous testing. While many trace the origins of this idea to the Greek doctor and philosopher,
Hippocrates (who lived 2400 years ago), it is likely that the method of cure he described
originated in the African continent, since most ideas of the classical Greeks came from the
temples and libraries of Egypt, especially those in Alexandria. Though it is hard to discover who
first cured by homeopathic methods, there is no doubt that the sixteenth century Swiss healer
and philosopher Paracelsus and the eighteenth century German doctor Samuel Hahnemann
struggled to persuade sceptics that a substance which produces symptoms in a healthy person
cures those symptoms in a sick one.Like Cures LikeWhen the symptom picture of the healing
agent, found by experimentation, matches your diseased symptom picture, it enormously
stimulates your capacity for re-balancing, helping you to do the work of ‘venting’ the disease
symptoms and returning to health. This principle is understood in the field of everyday
psychology. We know that grief (inner disturbance) is eased by tears (outward expression,
symptoms), that sadness when vented does not play out as chronic brooding over the past or
develop into say, anorexia, insidious weakness or MS; that anger when it is expressed does not
fester and turn to hatred or develop into, say heart disease or cancer.Samuel Hahnemann (1755
– 1843) is regarded as the father of homeopathy, and did pioneering work to provide the
structured base from which we now practise, and to demonstrate that treating like with like was
valid and workable. He recorded all his work in a scientific manner so that we still refer to his
original experiments where he discovered the healing qualities of substances by accurately
observing and recording the type of symptoms produced when a substance was given to
healthy volunteers.In the paragraph, ‘What is Homeopathy?’ we stated: the remedy works by
stimulating your internal energetic (spiritual) life-preserving powers (outwardly functioning
through your immune defence systems) so that, starting from the inside and working outward,
you return to optimum health. This is how the minute, potentised and thus energetic doses act: it
is because they match and resonate with your disturbed, energetic, life-preserving powers,
enhancing them and your capacity for self-healing. The genius of this system of medicine is in
recognising that body, feelings and mind all display what is needed; all we have to do is find a
substance that mimics these symptoms and give it in small, stimulating doses Thus the body will
do the rest and heals us.Prescribing & dispensingHow Do I Prescribe?Because homeopathy
treats the person as an individual, you give a remedy according to the overall picture rather than
on isolated physical symptoms alone. A brief description or picture of most of the remedies we
refer to is found at the back of this booklet.Particular attention should be paid to:The person’s



emotional state, for instance, are they irritable, anxious,weepy or lonely?Causative factors, for
instance, have they recently had a shock, been exposedto cold and damp, fallen from a tree, or
fallen out with a beloved friend?At which time of the day or night do they feel better or worse?Are
they sensitive to movement, touch, pressure, noise, heat or cold?Are they perspiring? Which
part is affected?Do they want hot or cold drinks, or none at all?What sort of food are they asking
for? Have they developed an aversionto that which was previously liked?How did the condition
develop – quickly or slowly?On which side of the body did the symptoms first appear,?On the
right or left? Where are they now?What does the pain feel like? For instance, is it stinging,
burning, cutting or aching?Do any of the symptoms appear in groups, for instance, nausea when
smelling cooking, cystitis during menstruation or headache improved after urination?Then
choose the remedy picture that most closely matches the picture of the illness. Do not mix
remedies. Choose the one remedy you think best matches the symptoms and only repeat the
doses until improvement has been properly established, then stop. Obviously, if the remedy has
no effect, even after a few repeated doses, stop giving it. Your aim is to stimulate the body. Once
given the curative stimulus the body will continue the healing process by itself. Only start
treatment again if the person gets worse, and then continue to give doses until improvement is
once again established. See the section on, ‘Dosage and Repetition’.How To Store The
RemediesThey should be stored in their original containers in a cool dry place, away from direct
sunlight. They also need to be kept away from strong smells such as those given off by
peppermint oil, eucalyptus oil, Tiger Balm, Vicks, and Olbas Oil.How To Take RemediesThey
need to be taken in a clean mouth, free from smoke, food or drink. It is best to avoid cleaning
your teeth for at least ten minutes either before or after taking your remedy. If possible, place the
remedy under the tongue, to be sucked, not swallowed. Close the lid carefully and tightly after
use and put back into store.Alternatively, the remedy can be dropped into a glass containing a
couple of tablespoons of fresh water. The glass should be twirled around for a minute prior to
giving the dose. It is not required that the remedy totally dissolves, as its medicinal activity will be
conveyed to the water almost immediately. The water should be sipped slowly. This is of
particular value when treating animals, when the water can be lapped up, or put into a clean
sprayer and misted onto the animal’s nose.Dosage and RepetitionOnce you have selected the
remedy we suggest one pill of 30c potency should be taken and repeated every 5 to 15 minutes
until definite improvement is maintained. Then you can stop taking the doses. How long it will
take for improvement to be established depends on the pace of the illness. For instance, a child
throwing a fever is able to respond very quickly, and thus you would expect a speedy reaction to
the remedy. If the fever starts to improve quickly, but then the improvement slows down, check
that the symptoms still require the original remedy and if they do, then repeat it every fifteen
minutes for the next hour, or longer if necessary. If the symptoms, although less severe, continue
despite the repetition of the dose, thenthe 200c potency of the same remedy may be used. If
there is no further improvement, then another remedy should be tried, looking carefully again at
the whole symptom picture.If there is a deep wound or broken bone the healing process may



take weeks so the dose should be repeated twice or thrice daily until the repair is complete.
Once your health (or your patient’s health) improves then stop the doses. Never try and finish a
‘course’ of pills. Remember homeopathic remedies are not like antibiotics where the course
should be completed or relapse may occur.ONCE YOU ARE BETTER, STOP TAKING THE
REMEDIES.IF IN DOUBT, OR IF THE SYMPTOMS DO NOT IMPROVE, PLEASE CONTACT
AN EXPERIENCED HOMEOPATH FOR HELP AND GUIDANCE.Common Sense MeasuresWe
wish to treat with medicines as seldom as possible, only when the body cannot cope without
help. There are many other aids apart from pills that can give relief.If symptoms are mild, then
these ‘common sense’ measures should be tried first.ACUTE FEVER is an efficient healing
process, which, as long as it is not painful, prolonged or the temperature too high, can be
allowed to run its course. The function of fever is to inhibit bacterial and viral reproduction. It is an
effective survival mechanism developed by mammals against infection. Medical intervention to
reduce febrile response is an obvious nonsense. However, when a high temperature interferes
with brain function, leading to hallucinations or convulsions, then immediate action should be
taken. This is when homeopathic remedies work miracles. However,should you fail to find the
right remedy, you may sponge down your patient using a bowl of cool to tepid water,
concentrating on the wrists and around the neck and base of the head, to gently bring down the
temperature. If fever persists, then seek professional help.LOCAL INFLAMMATION. Sponging
down an inflamed area with cool water relieves local inflammation, as does a lettuce or cabbage
leaf compress, or a compress of any living greens. In the case of an abscess or boil, a compress
helps to ‘draw it out’ and heal it. Most of us are familiar with the use of a dock leaf to relieve the
pain and inflammation of being stung by nettles. This action is similar to that of any compress
comprising fresh leaves. A compress may be made by loosely binding leaves to the affected
area or placing a few fresh leaves within damp tea-towels on the affected part. The compress
will need replacing once the leaves have lost their green colour.HEADACHES: In these days of
increasing stress headaches are common and can often be relieved by neck stretches or rolls,
pressure on points at the base of the skull or neck, shoulder and head massage. If you are prone
to headaches then consult a qualified homeopath for constitutional treatment.SORE THROATS:
Gargles with a mixture of salt and water, or sage tea and cider, or vinegar and honey are often
sufficient to ease the pain. A dozen drops of Calendula Tincture (see Creams, Tinctures and
Ointments) mixed in with the gargle will give added benefit.NAUSEA AND VOMITING: If the
condition continues for any length of time, find a homeopathic remedy, and then seek
professional help. If you are worried about dehydration (losing too much fluid from the body) use
a dehydration mixture of quarter of a teaspoon of salt and half a teaspoon of honey or sugar in a
pint of water, a tablespoon to be taken every 15 minutes. Or for children, you can freeze fruit
juice and then crush the cubes and offer one teaspoon at a time. After a bout of vomiting or
diarrhoea do not eat solid food for at least 6 hours. Clear soups may be offered. Avoid milk or
dairy products as the enzyme that digests milk is often destroyed during the illness and may
take some time to re-establish itself. The best first food to offer is a non-fatty, easily digestible



diet, such as well cooked (mushy) whole rice, steamed vegetables, porridge, bananas, and
cooked apples and/or pears.Creams, Tinctures and OintmentsPRODUCING YOUR OWN
TINCTURE: Quite a few of the accident remedies grow easily in gardens, allotments and by the
wayside. They are not poisons. First of all you must cross check that you indeed have the one
you think you have. Google images is good for this. Then you collect all that grows above ground
at the time of flowering. Cram this into a cleaned out jam-jar and top up almost to the brim with
vodka. Close the lid firmly and store on a shelf where you may easily reach to give a shake daily.
After six to eight weeks the liquid will be ready to pour off. This should be bottled up and stored
in a cool and dark place ready for use. The tincture will need to be diluted before use. Use
slightly warmed water (body heat) adding one part tincture in ten parts water.
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LJ Web, “first rate. easy to read, with charming drawings that help you remember the info. not
too much, just enough info. good book to keep on my kindle for first aid reference.”

AppleCiderVinegar, “Great pics. Great pics and illustration of homeopathic remedies amazed at
how useful homeopathy is but know one knows about it in usa”

Thomas H. Massengale, “Five Stars. Written by one of the world's great homeopaths, and a
fantastic communicator.”

Sheila, “Great book. Great book. Easy to use with great, fun illustrations. Excellent delivery
speed.”

F.Cairns, “Simply the Best. I bought this after a friend recommended it. I love that its small
informative, and humorous and makes a perfect gift as an introduction to homeopathic First Aid
for children and adults alike.”

The book by Reiner Grootenhuis has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 17 people have provided feedback.
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